Embedded systems are complex as a whole but consist of smaller independent modules minimally interacting with each other. This structure makes embedded systems amenable to compositional system design. Compositional design of real-time embedded systems can be done using hierarchical systems which consist of real-time components arranged in a scheduling hierarchy. Each component consists of a realtime workload and a scheduling policy for the workload. To simplify schedulability analysis of hierarchical systems, analysis can be done compositionally using interfaces that abstract the timing requirements of components. Associative composition will facilitate analysis of systems in which components are modified on the fly. In this paper, we propose efficient algorithms to abstract the resource requirements of components in the form of periodic resource models. Each component interface consists of a set of periodic resource models for different values of period, which allows the selection of a periodic interface that minimizes the collective real-time requirements of hierarchical components. We also describe an interface composition algorithm which accounts for context switch overheads incurred by components and is associative.
INTRODUCTION
The increasing complexity of real-time embedded systems demands advanced design and analysis methods for the assurance of timing requirements. Component-based design has been widely accepted as an approach to facilitate the design of complex systems. It provides means for decomposing a complex system into simpler components and for composing them into a system using interfaces that abstract component complexity. To take advantage of componentbased design for real-time embedded systems, schedulability analysis should be addressed for component-based real-time systems. It is desirable to achieve schedulability analysis compositionally, i.e., to achieve the system-level schedulability analysis by combining component interfaces that abstract component-level timing requirements. Further, the abstracted interfaces must minimize the resource demand of components. In this paper, we consider the periodic resource interface model since it is simple and practical in the sense that many existing real-time schedulers support the periodic model. It is also desirable to achieve incremental schedulability analysis, in particular, for systems with dynamically changing components.
Component-based real-time systems often involve hierarchical scheduling frameworks for supporting hierarchical resource sharing among components under different scheduling policies. The hierarchical framework can be generally represented as a tree of nodes, where each node represents a component consisting of some real-time workload and a scheduling policy, and resources are allocated from a parent to its children. Many studies have been proposed on compositional schedulability analysis for component-based hierarchical scheduling frameworks [22, 15, 23, 1, 4] . However, their approaches do not support incremental schedulability analysis. There have been recent studies [25, 26, 12] that support incremental schedulability analysis using the interface theory [5, 6] . However, these interface theory based techniques cannot be directly applied for the problem of finding the periodic interface, among all possible periodic interfaces with different periods, that minimizes the resource demand of hierarchical components. In this paper, we address this problem taking context switch overhead into consideration.
This paper presents an approach that supports incremental schedulability analysis of component interfaces represented as periodic resource models by allowing associative composition of such interfaces. Our component interface abstracts the minimum resource demand of the underlying component, in the form of periodic resource models for different values of period. The composed interface is generated by adding together resource capacities of individual interfaces for each value of the period. This composition also takes into consideration the context switch overhead incurred by components. Once a single interface is generated for the entire system, the component at the topmost level can select a value for period that minimizes the resource demand of the system. The corresponding periodic resource model is exported to the operating system for scheduling and the chosen value for period is propagated to all the components in the system where resource capacities are given by the corresponding interfaces.
In addition to the interface composition scheme, we also propose efficient algorithms to generate interfaces for components that use rate monotonic (RM) or earliest deadline first (EDF) schedulers [17] . Furthermore, we develop an efficient representation for interfaces and show using examples that the size of these interfaces are small in practice.
Related Work. For real-time systems, there has been a growing attention to hierarchical scheduling frameworks that support hierarchical resource sharing under different scheduling algorithms.
Deng and Liu [7] proposed a two-level real-time scheduling framework for open systems. Kuo and Li [13] presented an exact schedulability condition for such a two level framework with the RM system scheduler and Lipari and Baruah [14, 16] presented similar conditions with the EDF system scheduler. The common assumption shared by these previous approaches is that the system scheduler has a (schedulable) utilization bound of 100%. In open systems, however, it is desirable to be more general since there could be more than two-levels and different schedulers may be used at different levels.
Mok and Feng proposed the bounded-delay resource partition model for a hierarchical scheduling framework [20, 10] . In their framework, a parent component and its child components are separated such that they interact with each other only through their resource partition model. However, they did not consider the component abstraction problem. Shin and Lee [24] addressed the component abstraction problem but their composition technique is not associative.
The periodic resource model has been introduced to specify the periodic resource allocation guarantees provided to a component from its parent component [23, 15] . There have been studies [22, 15, 23, 1, 4] on the component abstraction problem with periodic resource models. For a component with RM scheduler and a periodic resource model abstraction, Saewong et. al. [22] introduced an exact schedulability condition based on worst-case response time analysis, and Lipari and Bini [15] presented a similar condition based on time demand calculations. Shin and Lee [23] provided an exact schedulability condition under EDF scheduling. Pedreira [1] and Davis and Burns [4] introduced worst-case response time analysis techniques under RM component-level scheduling, which enhance the previous work. All these abstraction techniques produce periodic interfaces whose composition is not associative. Lipari and Bini [15] describe a technique to compute a set of periodic resource models, that satisfy the schedulability condition under RM scheduler. For each value of resource period, their technique evaluates the schedulability condition over a set of significant points on the time demand function. In this paper, we present an efficient algorithm to compute the periodic interfaces and also describe an associative technique for composing them. For each value of interface period greater than one, this algorithm evaluates the schedulability condition at only two significant points on the time demand function. Lipari and Bini [15] also describe a non-linear optimization technique to minimize the context switch overhead of the component, as well as the resource utilization of the interface. They consider a two level hierarchical framework where the optimization is done locally for each component. In our approach, we account for context switch overheads in the interface capacity and minimize the resource demand at the topmost level of a multi level hierarchical framework.
There have been studies on the development of interface theory for supporting incremental design of componentbased real-time systems, applying the interface theories [5, 6] into real-time context. These studies have proposed assumeguarantee interface theories for real-time components with a generic real-time interface model [25, 26] and with a boundeddelay resource partition interface model [12] . These theories can be applied to periodic resource models if the period of the periodic resource abstraction is fixed a priori for all the components in the system to some arbitrary value. In our methodology, the value for the period can be chosen after the interfaces for all the components are generated. Hence the system can select a period that minimizes the resource demand of the system, which is not possible if the period value is fixed a priori.
Matic and Henzinger [19] considered the issue of addressing the component abstraction problem in the presence of task dependences, within and between components, using two approaches; the RTW (Real-Time Workshop) [18] and the LET (Logical Execution Time) [11] semantics. They showed that the previous results [15, 23] can be extended for supporting interacting tasks with data dependencies when one of those two approaches are employed, while both approaches produce a trade-off between the end-to-end latency and the overheads incurred in abstracting components.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows: Section 2 states the compositional schedulability analysis problem and Section 3 briefly describes the techniques developed in this paper. Section 4 develops a supply bound function for periodic resource models in the presence of context switch overheads. Section 5 gives the interface generation algorithm under EDF schedulers and Section 6 describes a similar algorithm for RM schedulers. Section 7 gives the algorithm to compose component interfaces and also describes a mechanism to account for context switch overheads. Section 8 compares the results of this paper with earlier work and Section 9 concludes the paper.
PROBLEM STATEMENT
In this paper we assume that each real-time task is an independent periodic task with deadline equal to the period. For schedulability analysis using our approach, the compo-nent must export its worst case resource demand which depends on the task model and the scheduler. Any task model for which the component can compute its worst case resource demand can be used in our framework. Independent tasks are assumed because our focus in this paper is on component abstraction and composition. Matic and Henzinger [19] have addressed the issue of abstracting a set of interacting periodic tasks with data dependences using buffers, and their technique can be applied in our framework. A real-time component consists of a real-time workload and a scheduling policy for the workload. The term component will be used to refer to both simple as well as complex components in this paper. The context should make the meaning clear and we will explicitly make a distinction wherever necessary. The resource demand of a real-time component is the collective resource requirements that the tasks in the component request under the scheduling algorithm of the component. The demand bound function [23] gives the maximum resource demand of a component within a given time interval. Demand bound function for a component with tasks {T1, · · · , Tn} and using EDF scheduler is given in Eq. (1). Demand bound function for a task Ti in a component with tasks {T1, · · · , Tn} and using RM scheduler is given in Eq. (2) where HP (Ti) represents a set of tasks in the component having priority higher than that of Ti.
Definition 1 (Simple Component
A resource model is a model for specifying the timing properties of a real-time resource. Supply bound function gives the minimum resource supply that the resource model is guaranteed to provide within a given time interval. A resource model R will satisfy the resource demand of a realtime component C if the maximum resource demand of C is less than the minimum resource supply of R for any time interval. In this paper, we consider the periodic resource model R = (Π, Θ) [23] , which guarantees a minimum resource supply of Θ units in any time interval consisting of Π units. This resource supply can be provided in any arbitrary fashion within the time interval. The supply bound function sbfR(t) of the periodic resource model R = (Π, Θ) is given
Figure 1: Hierarchical Real-Time System with Interfaces
in [23] for the time interval length t as
A linear lower bound, lsbfR(t), for the supply bound function is given in [23] as
In this paper, we address the compositional schedulability analysis problem for a hierarchical real-time system. Figure 1 shows such a hierarchical system. At each level in the hierarchy, we have a set of real-time components and/or complex components along with a scheduler for scheduling them. In Figure 1 , CC1 is a complex component composed from components C1 and C2, and CC2 is a complex component consisting of components C3 and CC1. For schedulability analysis, the resource demand of each component will be abstracted into a component interface such that if the interface is schedulable then the component is also schedulable. Interface for a complex component will be generated by composing the interfaces of individual components in the complex component. Since the components in the hierarchical system change dynamically, it is desirable to make this composition associative.
Context switches play an important role in schedulability analysis because they consume real-time resources. In a hierarchical system, context switches can occur at each level of the hierarchy. In this paper, context switches occurring within a simple component will be called task context switches and those occurring between components will be called component context switches. In Figure 1 , context switches occurring within components C1, C2 and C3 are task context switches and those occurring between components C1 and C2 or CC1 and C3 are component context switches. We assume that the task level context switch overhead is accounted for in the demand bound functions of simple components. This can be achieved by bounding the number of preemptions within a component using equations given in [9] . The compositional schedulability analysis problem that we address can now be stated as follows. 
OVERVIEW OF OUR APPROACH
In this section we give an outline of our approach for generation and composition of component interfaces.
Component Interface Generation
A component interface must abstract the resource requirements of the component as a resource model. This will hide the complexity of the task set and the scheduler from higher level components in the system. If the abstracted resource model is schedulable then the underlying component is also schedulable. Schedulability conditions for a component C and resource model R can be given using demand and supply bound functions [23, 15] . Let dbf (t) denote the demand bound function of a component C using EDF scheduler and lsbfR(t) denote the linear supply bound function of a periodic resource model R = (Π, Θ). Further, let LCM denote the least common multiple of the periods of all the tasks in component C. Component C is schedulable using resource model R if,
Similarly, for a component C using RM scheduler with demand bound function dbfi(t) for each task Ti, C is schedulable using resource model R if,
We will use linear supply bound function in schedulability conditions to make the interface generation algorithms described later tractable, even though this linearization leads to only sufficient schedulability conditions. If instead we used supply bound functions, then the algorithms will be required to iterate over different values of Θ making them intractable. The interface generation procedure described in this paper uses schedulability conditions given in Eqs. (5) and (6) to compute resource models that guarantee component schedulability. We will abstract components as periodic resource models such that each component interface will consist of a set of periodic resource models with different values for the period. For each period, it will give the minimum resource capacity required from a periodic model to guarantee schedulability of the component. In this paper we assume that for values of Π greater than P * , the periodic resource model in I is either (Π, Π) if (P * , Θ) ∈ I satisfies Θ ≤ P * or (Π, Π + 1) otherwise. Periodic resource models in interfaces are assumed to have at least 100% utilization for period values greater than P * . In this paper we also assume that P * = LCM for simple components and have shown in our technical report [8] that such interfaces are good approximations under certain reasonable assumptions.
Definition 3 (Component Interface). An interface for a real-time component C is defined as,
I ={(Π, Θ)|1 ≤ Π ≤ P * } such that ∀(R = (Π, Θ)) ∈ I,
Compact Interface Representation
Under assumptions stated in Section 3.1, the size of an interface given by Definition 3 will be O(P * ). In order to reduce the space requirements for an interface, we give below a compact representation that uses schedulability conditions given by Eqs. (5) and (6) .
Definition 4 (Compact Interface Representation). Compact interface representation for a component C is given as,
For a range of values of period Π, the compact representation gives a value for time instant and a value for the demand bound at that time instant. The resource capacities of periodic resource models for this range of period values can be obtained by substituting the time instant and demand bound function values in Eq. (5) 
Interface Composition
Interface composition aims to compose a set of interfaces representing a set of lower level components into a single interface for the complex component. This interface must account for the context switch overhead incurred by the complex component and also satisfy schedulability conditions. Interface composition will be associative if the same interface is generated for a complex component, irrespective of the order in which components are added to the complex component. Consider a situation where some underlying simple component is modified leading to a change in the workload of the complex component. If composition is associative then the new interface for the complex component can be directly computed using the old interface of the complex component as well as old and new interfaces of the modified simple component. Associativity is essential for efficient schedulability analysis of systems in which components are added and deleted from the system dynamically. One way to compose interfaces maintaining associativity would be to add the corresponding minimum resource demand for each resource period. Schedulability of the composed interface then guarantees schedulability of each of the individual interfaces. Since the result of this composition is another interface, this technique can be applied iteratively. After each composition, the composed interface will be modified to account for the context switch overhead incurred by it when scheduled with other interfaces in the system.
As shown in Figure 1 ,
For period values greater than P * , the periodic models in interface I4 are assumed to be equal to (Π, Π + 1).
Resource Demand Minimization
Once a single interface is generated for the top-level component in the hierarchical system, the top-level component will pick one value for the resource period which will be used by all the interfaces in the system. Our composition technique dictates that in order for the analysis to be correct, all the interfaces in the system must use the same resource period. This value is picked such that the corresponding periodic model in the interface at the topmost level has the least resource demand as compared to other periodic models in that interface. This periodic resource model will then be exported to the operating system for scheduling purposes. The periodic models for each of the components in the system can then be obtained from their corresponding interfaces using the same value for period. Using a single value for the period means that all the interfaces at any level in the system have the same priority under RM or EDF scheduler. We assume that the scheduler at any level will assign arbitrary priorities to the interfaces at that level in each period of execution.
As shown in Figure 1 , interfaces I3 and I4 are composed to generate interface I5. Since there is only one interface at this level (topmost level), no component context switch overhead is added to I5. The entire system is schedulable if there exists some (Π, Θ) in interface I5 such that Θ ≤ Π. The system can then select a value for Π that minimizes the resource demand (least Θ/Π) for interface I5.
SUPPLY BOUND FUNCTION WITH CONTEXT SWITCH OVERHEAD
Component level context switch overhead depends on the period of the resource model chosen for the component interface. A smaller period will, in general, result in a larger number of context switches. We would like to select a resource period that minimizes both the context switch overhead as well as the resource demand. For this reason, we would like to account for context switch overheads in the interface resource demand itself. In this section we will de- 00 00 00 00 00 00 11 11 11 11 11 11
Figure 2: Component Level Context Switch Overhead
rive a supply bound function for periodic resource models that accounts for this context switch overhead. This supply bound function will be used in schedulability conditions that will be used for generation of component interfaces.
Since context switching will use some resource capacity, given the linear supply bound function in Eq. (4), the actual supply that will be available to the component in any time interval of length Π will be less than Θ. Let D denote an upper bound on the overhead associated with each context switch as shown in Figure 2 . We assume without loss of generality that this overhead is incurred by the component at the end of its execution. Since the periods of all the interfaces in the hierarchical system will be fixed to one value by the top-level component, interfaces will have the same priority under both RM and EDF scheduler. We assume that all the interfaces at any level in the system will be assigned arbitrary priorities by the scheduler at that level, within each period of execution. The supply bound function must then account for one context switch overhead in every time interval of length Π. Since every component executes exactly once (begins execution only if it is the highest priority component among all components that have not yet executed) in each period, there will be exactly one context switch associated with that component. If Θ is the resource supplied, (Θ − D) will be the actual resource available to the component. Also, the worst case delay in the supply of this resource will be at most 2(Π − Θ + D).
Definition 5. Let D be the execution overhead associated with every component context switch. Linear supply bound function with context switch overhead is,
Schedulability conditions stated in Eqs. (5) and (6) can be modified to account for component context switching overhead by using the linear supply bound function given in Eq. (7).
INTERFACE GENERATION FOR COM-PONENTS WITH EDF SCHEDULER
In this section we give an algorithm to generate an interface for components that use EDF scheduler. The algorithm uses the schedulability condition given in Eq. (5) to generate a periodic resource set over varying resource periods representing the component interface. The algorithm generates a compact representation for this interface which is then exported to higher levels for composition.
Interface Generation Algorithm
Algorithm 1 takes as input a real-time component C using EDF scheduler and outputs a compact interface representation RI for C that satisfies schedulability condition given in 
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Figure 3: Schedulability Condition under EDF
Eq. (5). Computation of Θ
+ in line 1 of Algorithm 1 can be done in time O(LCM ) because we only need to look at time instants at which some task has its deadline. These are time instants at which lsbfR(t) can intersect dbf (t) guaranteeing schedulability. As shown in Figure 3 the linear demand bound function ldbf (t) intersects with the demand bound function dbf (t) at t = LCM . Since any linear supply bound function lsbfR(t) must always be greater than dbf (t) to ensure schedulability, optimal lsbfR(t) must intersect dbf (t) at some point earlier than or equal to t = LCM . If it does not intersect dbf (t), then lsbfR(t) will not be optimal and Θ can be decreased further. As shown in Figure 3 , for period Π, lsbfR 1 (t) is the optimal supply bound function for the demand bound function dbf (t).
Algorithm 1 initially finds a point p of intersection between dbf (t) and optimal lsbfR(t) for Π = 1. It then determines candidate points of intersection between dbf (t) and lsbfR(t) for higher values of Π using procedure RelevantPointsEDF(X) (line 7). Procedure RelevantPointsEDF(X) given in Algorithm 2 takes as input a list X consisting of a single time instant representing intersection of optimal lsbfR(t) with dbf (t) for period value 1. List Q in procedure RelevantPointsEDF(X) only consists of time instants at which some task has its deadline. Assuming (Π − Θ + D) is a non-decreasing function of Π for optimal Θ, we can show that the point of intersection of lsbfR(t) with the time axis is non-decreasing. Further, if optimal lsbfR(t) for period Π intersects dbf (t) at some point t1, then we can show that optimal lsbfR(t) for period (Π + 1) will intersect dbf (t) either at t1 or at a point on dbf (t) which is smaller than t1 and has the least slope with t1. Procedure RelevantPointsEDF(X) updates list X with such a sequence of relevant time instants. Due to lack of space, the proof of correctness of Algorithm 1 is given in the technical report [8] . Run 
Terminate 5: else 6:
Initialize list X with p where Θ is maximized at t = p 7:
Perform RelevantP ointsEDF (X) 8:
Initialize j = 1, Z = 1 9:
for Π = 2 to LCM do 10:
if X has only one element then 11: 1: Initialize t to the first element of X, s to 0 2: Let Q be a list of tuples t, s where t is a point on the time axis and s is the slope of a line segment connecting dbf (t) to dbf (t ) such that t < t 3: Sort Q such that the resulting list has non-decreasing slope 4: for Each element t, s of Q taken in sorted order do 5:
if t < t and s > s then 6:
Append t to X 7:
Update s = s, t = t 8: end if 9: end for using Algorithm 1 are given in Table 1 . The size of these compact representations is much smaller than the LCM of the periods of tasks in the components.
Given a period value, say Π = 10, the optimum resource capacities for the interfaces can be computed using the compact representations given in Table 1 and schedulability condition given in Eq. (5). For interface I1, substituting Π = 10, t = 90 and dbf (t) = 11 in Eq. (5) gives a resource capacity of Θ = 1.607. Similarly, for interface I3, putting Π = 10, t = 90 and dbf (t) = 4 in Eq. (5) gives a resource capacity of Θ = 0.662. 
INTERFACE GENERATION FOR COM-PONENTS WITH RM SCHEDULER
In this section we describe algorithms to generate an interface for a real-time component that uses RM scheduler. Schedulability conditions given in Eq. (6) are used by the algorithm to generate the interface. We will first give an algorithm to generate interfaces for each task in the component separately. We later show how to combine interfaces of individual tasks to generate an interface for the entire component.
Interface Generation for a Single Task
Algorithm 3 computes interface RI k i for a task Ti in component C k that uses RM scheduler. In line 1 of Algorithm 3 we take the minimum value of Θ because that gives a periodic resource model which minimizes the resource demand for task Ti. Schedulability condition for task Ti requires that the linear supply bound function lsbfR(t) intersect the demand bound function dbfi(t) at some point within (0, pi]. For each period Π, Algorithm 3 computes the minimal Θ that guarantees schedulability of the component. As shown in Figure 5 , lsbfR 1 (t) is the optimal supply bound function for dbfi(t) with period Π. Procedure RelevantPointsRM(X) in line 7 of Algorithm 3 is similar to Algorithm 2 given in Section 5.1 with the condition in line 5 replaced with [(t > t ) ∧ (s > s )]. Also, list Q only contains time instants t such that some task is released at instant t + δ for a very small fixed δ as shown in Figure 5 and p < t ≤ pi where p is the first element in X. These are time instants at which the resource demand for the interface can be minimized still guaranteeing schedulability of the component. If t1 represents a time instant where optimal lsbfR(t) for period Π intersects dbfi(t), then we can show that the optimal lsbfR(t) for period (Π + 1) will intersect dbfi(t) either at t1 or at a point greater than t1 and having least slope with t1. Procedure RelevantPointsRM(X) computes such a list of relevant time instants and stores it in X. Procedure RelevantPointsRM(X) can be executed in time O(pi ln pi) giving an overall running time of O(pi) + O(pi ln pi) + O(LCM ) to Algorithm 3. Correctness of Algorithm 3 has been proved in [8] .
Algorithm 3 Interface Generation under RM Scheduler
Set
Initialize list X with p where Θ is minimized at t = p 7:
Perform RelevantP ointsRM (X) 8:
if X has only one element then 11: Solve Eq. (6) to compute Θ1 with t equal to first element in X 15:
Solve Eq. (6) to compute Θ2 with t equal to next element in X 16:
if Θ2 < Θ1 then 17:
Remove the first element in X 20:
end if 21:
end if 22: if Π = LCM then 23: As a passing note, Algorithm 3 can also be used to compute the optimal CPU execution frequency for a task set under RM scheduler. Optimal execution frequency is the minimum execution frequency of the CPU that guarantees
Figure 5: Schedulability Condition under RM schedulability of the component. This problem has already been solved for components that use EDF scheduler [3, 2] or RM scheduler [21] . Our algorithm provides an alternate solution to this problem, details of which can be obtained from our technical report [8] .
Combining Task Interfaces to Generate Component Interface
Let RI k 1 , · · · , RI kn denote interface representations for tasks T1, · · · , Tn respectively generated by Algorithm 3 and let I k 1 , · · · , I kn denote the corresponding task interfaces. In this section we describe a procedure for combining these interfaces to generate an interface I k for component C k that satisfies the schedulability condition for the component. Let GiveT heta(I k i , Π) return the value of Θ such that (Π, Θ) ∈ I k i . Also, let GiveM odel(I k i , Π) return the periodic resource model (Π, Θ) such that (Π, Θ) ∈ I k i . Algorithm 4 generates the component interface I k for component C k given task interfaces I k 1 , · · · , I kn . For each period Π, Algorithm 4 computes the maximum required resource supply from among interfaces of all the tasks in the component. This is the minimum resource supply that must be provided by a periodic resource with period Π to satisfy schedulability condition of component C k . Figure 1 consist of three tasks T1 = {35000, 2000}, T2 = {55000, 3000} and T3 = {75000, 4000}. Its interface I2 for period values between 1 and 30 is given in Figure 4 and the compact representation for I2 generated using Algorithm 3 is given in Table 2 . Again, the size of the compact representation is much smaller than the LCM of component.
Algorithm 4 Composing Task Interfaces into a Component
Given a period value, say Π = 10, the corresponding resource capacity for interface I2 can be computed by substituting the values Π = 10, t = 70000 and dbf (t) = 14000 from Table 2 
INTERFACE COMPOSITION
Interface generated from a simple component already accounts for the context switch overhead incurred by that component. Hence these interfaces can be composed directly. But, as will be seen later in this section, interfaces generated by composing other interfaces do not account for the context switch overhead. In this section we will first describe interface composition that guarantees schedulability and is associative. We will then show how to modify a composed interface so that it accounts for the context switch overhead incurred by that complex component.
Associative Composition
As described in Section 3, we compose interfaces by simply adding the individual resource demands for each value of period. Since addition is an associative operation, this technique will make the composition associative. 
Interface composition can be repeated at each level of the hierarchical system which will result in a single interface at the topmost level. Composition and interface guarantees at each level then ensure that the entire system is schedulable if the interface at the topmost level is schedulable. An interface I is schedulable if and only if, ∃Π ≥ 1, (Θ, Π) ∈ I and Θ ≤ Π
If the interface at the topmost level is schedulable, then the top-level component will pick a value Π * for period Π that minimizes the resource demand (Θ/Π) of the system. Every component in the system will then receive a resource supply corresponding to the periodic resource model for period Π * given in the interface for that component. 
Interface Modification for Context Switch Overhead
The schedulability condition used to generate an interface for a simple component uses linear supply bound function given in Eq. (7). Hence interfaces generated for simple components using Algorithm 1 or Algorithm 3 account for the context switch overhead incurred by those components. But interfaces composed from other interfaces using resource capacity addition as described in Section 7.1 do not account for this overhead. Consider a higher level component providing a minimum supply of resource to an interface composed as in Section 7.1. Since a portion of this supply will be required for context switching, the interface will not be schedulable with this minimum supply. This scenario is shown in Figure 6 where lsbf R 1 =(Π,Θ) (t) is the supply provided by a higher level interface and the actual supply available after discounting the context switch overhead D is lsbf R 2 =(Π,Θ−D) (t). This means that if the supply bound function of the composed interface (interface generated in Section 7.1) for a specific period is lsbf (Π,Θ−D) (t), then the supply bound function of the exported interface (component interface that will be exported to higher levels) for the same period must be lsbf (Π,Θ) (t). Setting Θ = Θ + D satisfies Eq. (9) exactly. Thus given a composed interface, we can generate an exported interface by adding the context switch overhead D to the minimum resource demand for each value of period.
Definition 7 (Schedulability Condition). A composed interface is schedulable by an exported interface if and only if for each period
In Figure 4 , interface I4 is obtained by composing interfaces I1 and I2 with context switch overhead D = 0.1 and interface I5 is obtained by composing interfaces I4 and I3. The minimum resource demand for the composed interface I5 occurs when period Π = 8 as shown in Figure 4 . The corresponding utilization value is 0.435 and is shown in Table 3.
COMPARISON TO EARLIER WORK
The interface generated at the topmost level of a hierarchical system is used by the top-level component to choose a period for the periodic resource model such that the resulting model has the least resource demand among all models in that interface. This resource model is then used for scheduling the lower level interfaces and components. The same period is also used to determine the periodic resource models to be used for scheduling all other components in the system. This is in contrast to the compositional framework developed by Shin and Lee [23] in which each real-time component itself chooses the period for its periodic resource abstraction. Since the periods of resource abstractions are chosen independently, they are all not necessarily the same. Hence to compose these abstractions, their supply bound functions are first transformed to suitable demand bound functions by treating each periodic abstraction (Π, Θ) as a periodic task with period Π and worst case execution time Θ. Schedulability conditions are then used to generate a periodic resource abstraction for the demand bound functions. This results in the composition being not associative and also induces an overhead in the composed abstraction due to transformation of supply bound functions to demand bound functions. Using schedulability conditions given in [23] , interface I 4 = (4, 1.563) and I 5 = (2, 1.100). If we compose all three interfaces I 1 , I 2 and I 3 at a time, like I 5 = I 1 ||I 2 ||I 3 , then I 5 = (5, 2.248). As shown in Table 3 , in both cases, the minimum resource demand generated is greater than the minimum resource demand of interface I5 generated by our approach.
The single period restriction can force a component interface to use a much smaller period than required, thereby increasing its context switching overhead. As shown in Table 3, interface I2 will be forced to use a period value of 8 even though component C2 can be scheduled using an interface with a much larger period. This can increase the number of context switches incurred by component C2, as compared to when it is abstracted using the approach given in [23] . Our on-going work aims to compare the increase in context switching overhead as a result of the single period restriction versus the decrease in collective resource demand as a result of the associative composition.
CONCLUSION
In this paper we have described algorithms for abstracting components that use RM or EDF as the real-time scheduler. The algorithms run in time polynomial in the least common multiple of the periods of tasks in the component and generate efficient interfaces in practice. Interfaces account for task level context switching overhead incurred by the component and represent the resource requirements as periodic resource models. Each interface is represented as a set of periodic resource models for different values of period. This representation makes it possible to determine a periodic model In order to make the composition associative, periodic resource models with the same period are selected for all the interfaces in the system. It is an open problem whether incremental schedulability analysis can be achieved using interfaces represented as periodic resource models with varying period values.
